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Lhanang- 

Welcome to Lama Magical Land of Dragons. When 
coloring in these books you'll feel peace happiness and 
bring positive karma and good luck into your lives. 

Because the dragon is the symbol of prosperity, power and 
wisdom, you'll be creating magic by giving color to your own 
special dragons. 

"The dragon is a magical being that carries magic, power, 
prosperity, abundance, peace and happiness. I hope that this 
book will bring benefit to many people of all ages. I hope that 
this book brings you knowledge about dragons and art and the 
beauty of 

-Lama  

Magical Land of Dragons Drawings by Lama Lhanang Rinpoche.  Copyright 2006.



Dragons live in the clouds and the sea,the mountains and lakes.Just turn the page and you will see, the many forms the dragon takes.



Two sweet dragons, a boy and a girl, fly together in a very happy world. They take to the air flying from place to place.  Together they enjoy the beauty of space



Lovely Dragonflies with gossamer wings, love to fly among many beautiful things.  Today they have gathered around very pretty flowers, and here they will enjoy playing for many hours.



Would you like to learn to draw,a dragon's face, its scales or claws? Remember that there are no istakes. Just have fun, that's all it takes!



A fire-breathing dragon flies through the sky. A magical dragon soaring way up high, passing through clouds, with perfect ease he helps to bring happiness to all living beings.



Would you like to draw feathers on his wings? You can do this and many other things.Maybe you would like to add some scales.  This page and others, will help you draw details.



Here is a Leopard Dragon, you can tell by its spots.They look more like freckles than they do dots. They live in the ocean and fly in the sky, and if you see lightening, you know one's nearby.



When the dragon takes form in Egypt, this is how he appears. Powerful and ancient, he's been around for many years.



Mother dragon and her baby, are flying in the sky. They enjoy their freedom and are happy.  Did you know baby dragons rarely cry?



Scales can be added to baby, if mother doesn't mind and fluffy clouds can be created,with just a few more lines.



Look what we've found, what color is he? A beautiful dragon, swimming in the sea. He frolics in the water with his very good friends, a really old sea turtle and some dancing dolphins.



Did you want to try details? Then you've come to the right place. Look how you can add scales to this dragon's body and face.



Deep inside the fluffy clouds, this dragon has fun hiding. If you want to catch a glimpse, look to the skies, he'll be smiling.



If you want to make the clouds fluffy so the dragon can hide really well, draw some lines and make them puffy  so he'll be able to hide his tail.



This powerful dragon is flying in space,holding four beautiful jewels. He turns and looks you straight in the face, his teeth the color of pearls. 

He's surrounded by flashing lightening so brilliant you can hardly see. You realize that he's not really frightening because he looks so beautiful and free.



Now you've got the details. But if you haven't tried, let's give this dragon a powerful mane and scales running down both sides.



Two beautiful dragons in the sky, male and female, flying high, yin and yang, day and night, united forever in love and light.



Many details for these two. Make them as beautiful as you wish to do.


